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From The Editor
As I begin the process of getting issue #68 of the New
Palette Magazine ready for the printer, my mind is filled with
many different thoughts—some about art & music and some
about life and living creatively.
I vividly remember reading somewhere about how
unwise it is to compare oursleves with others. There will
always be those that are more accomplished and those that
are less accomplished than we percieve ourselves to be. One
view can have the effect of “puffing us up” and the opposite
view can seem to deflate us.
I think the ideal space to live is one of acceptance of
our giftings and journey. We are all unique and at the same
time share a common bond in which the framers of the
Declaration of Independence saw as Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness.
In this issue of the New Palette, my hope is that we will
be touched and inspired by the artwork presented to us. One
of the things I like about Christopher Schink’s offerings is the
diversity of examples and the fact that we don’t have to go to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art to find our inspiration.
I recall a time several years ago when I had purchased
tickets to a concert by Mark O’ Connor accompanied by Yo

Yo Ma. I had messed around with playing the fiddle for a
couple of years and Mark was one of the best fiddlers in the
world. I invited a friend of mine, who had inspired me to
take up playing the violin, to go with me to the concert. Our
seats were about fifth row center and I sat mesmorized for
much of the concert. I am sure that I was drooling a bit as I
watched Mark work his magic along with Yo Yo Ma. At the
end of the concert, I asked my friend what he thought and
his reply stunned me. He said that he was going to go home
and put his violin in the closet and never take it out again.
Whoa! My response was just the opposite! I was going to get
my fiddle out and practice even more.
Living the creative life is much the same. We can be
inspired by what we see in such a way that we continue our
journey or we might be tempted to hang up our brushes or
instruments if we fail to see the big picture. This is the ebb and
flow of life. When it comes to seeing our image of ourselves,
we are not always accurate in how we see our progress. Many
times our friends can see our creative growth in a much better
light. Hopefuly this issue will be just what you need in order to
take that next step towards a more creative life.
Enjoy. Terry Henry, Editor
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MODERN IDEAS and
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by Christopher Schink

Artists panicked!

They might soon be out of business. By the mid-19th century, photography had begun to replace painting as a convenient means of capturing accurate images
of people, objects, and places. Where would any kind of painting fit in? What was an artist
supposed to do? Changes were needed and by 1880 an evolution had begun. Paintings looked
different: artists provided an impression, an emotional response, rather than a carefully
rendered visual record. Approximation and suggestion replaced exactitude and precision as
painters adopted more personal, interpretive, idiosyncratic approaches to their rendering of
images. By 1910 painting had dramatically changed. But American watercolor had not.

Keith Crown (1918-2010)

With few exceptions, realism remained the predominant style of American watercolorists. Winslow Homer
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What happened

What Happened

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Paul Cezanne (1839-1906)

the forms and pictorial space, employing geometry to

More Geometry
Cezanne’s ideas. He experimented with a

triagonal realism.

Moving to Flat

Flat

painting.
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directional lighting and strong modeling.

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Paul Cezanne (1839-1906)

tened the pictorial space of his image. In a still life
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Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Simplifying

Applied Geometry

Christopher Schink

Christopher Schink

the light and shadow pattern on a sail
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Henry Fukuhara (1913-2010)
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John Marin (1870-1953)

Charles Demuth (1883-1924)

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
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Cubism Updated

One of the treatments that appealed to artists

Calligraphy

own.
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Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Alternating Values

Shifting

Rex Brandt (1914-2000)

contemporary style. It was an especially

Suggestion

Rex Brandt (1914-2000)

monochromatic. A wide range of
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Barbara Nechis
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Charles Demuth (1883-1935)

Charles Demuth (1883-1935)
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Going Organic
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Symbols

Pail Klee (1879-1940)

more contemporary style.

Fran Larsen

Fragments

Eccentric
The great American watercolorist, Keith

Keith Crown (1918-2010)

and a long way from Winslow Homer.
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Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Complexity

crammed with shapes has inspired a

Miles Batt, Sr.

all downhill.

Keith Crown (1918-2010)

Everywhere Shapes
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Color
treatment of form and space.The Im

Pierre Bonnard (1887-1947)

Cezanne and Picasso concentrated on

approach to color.

William Skip Lawrence

Emil Nolde (1887-1956)

Expression
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Eleanor Clarke
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Think Modern

Winslow Homer (1836-1910)

Homer’s painting on the left and Florida

way to paint in watercolor or any other
deep pictorial space, and no worse.

DIVING INTO COLOR

with CHRISTOPHER

In the Los Angeles area
SCHINK

a 3-day workshop on how to develop
exciting, personally expressive color

FEB 21-23, 2019
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For information contact:
Sylvia Megerdichian
Art Box Studio
1302 Monte Vista, Unit 9, Upland, CA, 91786
Phone: (909) 981-4508 (studio)
or (909) 980-7396
more info at: artboxsylvia@netzero.net
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ALL
IN
THE
FAMILY
by Christopher Schink

“Cigs on the Swing”

T

o most of us, our families seem ordinary—no
dashing romantic figures, no supermodels or
sports stars, no famous inventors or decorated
warriors, nobody related to us was ever on the cover
of Time Magazine. Although they may be unrecognized, they are not unimportant to us. They are
where we came from and who we are today and they
are the source of deep feelings and heartfelt remembrances. For Worthington-Levy they are the inspiration for a series of expressive paintings.

California artist,
Carol Worthington-Levy,
finds inspiration in family roots and
remembrances.

All of the paintings in this article
were done im watermedia on
full-sheet paper or smaller sizes.

“No Really, I’m Not a Cat Person”
The Memory
I took a photo of my mother in the kitchen when I was about 9. She would
insist she preferred dogs and was not a cat person, but her looking down
at Booty the cat would indicate her softening of that opinion. And Booty
looks at me as if to say, “Oh yeah, I got this.”

Design Considerations
Worthington-Levy takes a subtly modern approach in her figure paintings,
flattening both form and space. The only modeling with light and shadow
that she employs in her painting (right) is on the figure’s hair and face, and
even here, she keeps the range of value contrast to a minimum.
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“Art and Allergies
The Memory

My Dad took the black and white source
photo for this painting. It seemed I always
had a piece of paper and a pencil in my
hand throughout my childhood. Here I
am at age 9, holding said paper, and my
younger sister, Sandy, whose allergies
were so bad she just gave up and always
carried a box of Kleenex with her all over
the house.

Design Considerations

Worthington-Levy used the straight-on,
awkward look of the figures to convey the
feeling of the scene. She has kept modeling to a minimum and has flattened the
surrounding space. By eliminating unnecessary elements and simplifying forms,
she has strengthened her message.

“Beloved Piano”
The Memory

My Mom was a very talented pianist and
played in the youth orchestra in Philly.
Her parents, who had very little, saw her
talent and stretched their budget to get her
a small grand piano which both she and
her Dad played constantly. My happiest
memories of my grandparents’ home are
always ‘accompanied’ by piano music
— everything from classical to Boogie
Woogie.

Design considerations

Worthington-Levy plays the curvilinear
shape of the figure against a background
of geometric shapes. Again, the shading
on the figure is kept to a minimum and
the features suggest more than if carefully
rendered.
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“The Last Summer
Before the War”
The Memory

The source for this painting was a shot
my grandmother took of my Dad at age
17 - his last summer at home before
high school graduation and signing up
for what would be a 3 year stint in the
Army as a cannoneer in the Central
European theater. He tenderly holds his
dear Rat Terrier, Teddy, in a poignant
moment. I’m certain his future at war
was on his mind.

Design Considerations

Here, Worthington-Levy carries her
story with gesture rather than detail.
The painting is consistent in style
with the artist’s other works. The
subtle modeling, the flattened space,
and the bright outline give the work a
contemporary feel.

“Black Magic”
The Memory

This was a trial using the same photo as
the ‘cat person’ shot, but with a more subdued palette, more tones and shades, with
just a spark of hue in selected areas. I was
bouncing the idea around of using some
collage work I’d done and trying to use some
of the shapes to create an interesting (but
not TOO interesting) negative space. Turning
the cat all black worked better here. With this
palette, I felt that the white of the cat would
have been too jarring.

Design Considerations

Worthington-Levy paints several versions
of the same subject in order to get the
expressive quality she wants. The changes
she makes are in form—more or less
contrast, more or less color, etc—not in
more or less detail.
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“A Force To Be Reckoned With”
The Memory

My dad’s mother (my Nana) was a tough
opinionated woman with a wicked sense
of humor and a strong sense of how she
felt women should be treated vs. how they
WERE treated in the 1940s. She’d been a
flapper in the 20s and had seen her fun. But
now her life was more complicated. Once
more, faithful Teddy poses for the camera.

Design Considerations

Worthington-Levy uses stronger color and
contrast to convey the character of her
subject. The dog’s expression seems to set
the mood.

“Ocean City Rebuke”
The Memory

In college, my mother was a total babe,
although she never felt like that. This painting
was inspired by a shot I found of her from
around 1948 at the Jersey shore. One of my
Dad’s Frat brothers is interested and trying to
‘move in’, and she ignores him; she already
found her man in my Dad.

Design Considerations

This painting represents some thoughtful
and effective design decisions. WorthingtonLevy has tightly cropped the figure shapes
to reduce and strengthen the negative space.
She emphasizes the play between orange
and blue.
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The Memory

“Three Sisters”

I am the middle child of three girls and we’re all quite different. But as the artist, I felt less connected to my older
and younger sister. In this image I wanted to show the three of us, with me on the right looking off and thinking
of “the next thing”. My older, more dependent, sister Margot looking to Sandy, who is quite independent. This
was inspired by one of the last times we three were all relaxing together in my parents’ home.

About the artist
Born and educated on the east coast and Rome, Italy, Carol Worthington-Levy has been a practic-

ing and growing artist for many years. She holds a Bachelor of Science in fine art with specialties
in painting and fabric arts, and studied painting and art history at the Tyler School of Art graduate
school in Rome, Italy.
Carol lived in Los Angeles for 20 years, after which she and her husband moved to the Bay Area. In
San Jose, she has continued her exploration of fine art, via critique and painting classes at UC Santa
Cruz, and workshops across the US, in both painting and collage.
Carol is a juried member of San Francisco Women Artists, and participates in the Santa Clara Valley Watercolor Sockety. Her award-winning painting and collage work has been juried into shows such as the Woodmere Art Museum in Philadelphia, PA, the Brand Museum in Glendale CA, and many shows nationwide.
Carol’s mentors include Christopher Schink, Katherine Chang Liu and Mike Bailey. Her work is found
in private collections coast-to-coast and in Europe.
Also an award-winning working copywriter and designer, Carol’s career has provided her a strong
base while she works at her fine art pursuits.
Contact: Carol Worthington-Levy WorthingtonFineArt.com
CWL@Worthington-Levy.com ph 408.269.6879 c 818.512.8876
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Joe Miller
Don’t Let That “Sinking Feeling” Sink In
My slump or “sinking feeling” came on suddenly.
I’m not really sure when, why, or what was said to
me if anything at that point. I do have a very strong
“inner voice” or mental critique that occasionally will
tell me that I am not a good artist and that I should
throw my brushes away. I wish I could get rid of this
“inner voice” or at least run him off.
Some artists I have read about said that making
art is simply a matter of momentum—once you get
started the creative process just keeps you going. I
have a friend, who we will call John because that is
his name, who taught creative writing at Appalachian
State University in my home town of Boone, North
Carolina. He was a daily fixture on one of the bar
stools at the Boone Drugstore soda fountain. One
day I sat down next to him to say hello. “How’s your
painting coming along?” he asked. “Not very well at
all”, I responded. “What’s the problem?” he replied.
“I have very little desire to pick up a brush and make
art”, was my response.
My grandmother would have called it a ‘sinking
feeling”. I know a sinking feeling when I get one and
this was not so much a sinking feeling as a loss of desire to paint. I would find excuse after excuse to keep
from going to my studio.
My friend John told me, “Creative people have to
go back to the well, Joe. When you have spent all you
have inside of you on creative processes, you need to
relax, don’t fight it, and your negative thoughts and
feelings will go away. Once you have been to the well,
you will one day hear that little voice in your head
say—“It’s time to create again.”
Here are a couple of things that help me get my
momentum started and back to painting.
1. Re-work old paintings that don’t seem to work
the way they are. There is nothing to lose so
you can experiment by throwing paint, collage,
washes, etc. to your hearts content and usually
end up with something better than what you had.
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2. According to my great friend, Gerald Brommer, collage is a great way to have fun and become inspired again.
3. Using a variety of mat sizes, find smaller paintings within those larger “failed” ones.
I would love to hear from you if you have
ever had a time when you find it hard to paint
and what you have done to reconnect with your
creative process.

Before Collage

Above is one of the paintings from my “needs
work” pile. I decided to add collage to it and keep the
“cruciform” pattern where the ground meets the sky.
Again, I have nothing to lose and everything to gain.
This helped me get over a “slump”!
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To the left is my finished collage piece.
After a couple of hours of tearing and
glueing pieces of paper, I felt excited about
continuing my art and my slump was
gone!

After Collage

This 1/4 sheet (11 x 15) painting (top right) has been on my “do
something with it” list for some
time. I knew the foreground was
“muddy” so I used the paint eraser
to remove the mud. I like it much
better now and just that little touch
made me feel so much better about
my painting.

Before Paint Eraser

After Paint Eraser
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Prize-winning watercolorist
Laurin McCracken ,
demonstrates

precision

,

&

performance
T

here was a time when painting a watercolor
meant pretty much one thing: packing
up your paints, trekking to some rustic or
exotic spot and dashing off a half-sheet before the
light changed or onlookers gathered. You might
pack a lunch and go with friend. And if you
worked fast, didn’t linger over lunch, and the light
was just right, you might get a second half-sheet
done. That’s the way watercolorists did it.
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Today, watercolor is employed in a wide variety of
styles and techniques. Watercolorists paint inside
and out, fast and slow, big and small, loose and
tight. Depending on the expressive intent, technical approach, and personality, artists will work
in styles ranging from juicy abstraction to precise,
visually accurate realism. Texas artist, Laurin McCracken, is a realist who values visual accuracy
and possesses flawless technique. Here, McCracken
demonstrates that technique.
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Laurin McCracken Describes his Artistic Philosophy
“I believe that there are three basic aspects that
contribute to being an artist.”
Seeing
Seeing—

strange.” From that, he created art that at
will remain a mystery as to why that

Subject Matter
still life. Often these are elegant

Drawing

The next is Drawing
there is art to
easier it gets,

“The more accurately your work represents life, the better it will be.”
rer

ordinary plate,

Photography

Mastery of Craft

The third is Mastery of the Craft

perhaps at a greater degree of detail than is typical. That

a great watercolor.

Teaching
I am a realist watercolorist and I interpret the real

in a new light.

Influences

she stated that she had heard that all painters needed to
me great joy and peace of mind. I paint for myself and if
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“Magnolias and Silver” Step-by-Step

My Reference

This is one of many
photos taken during the
photo session. I spent a
great deal of time trying
to find the most impactful composition

Technical Note

This painting was created using Daniel Smith
Watercolors and Escoda Versatil Brushes on
Fabriano Artistico 300 pound, Soft-pressed paper.

My Drawing

This detailed drawing was
created by projecting the
photo onto the watercolor
paper using a highresolution LCD projector
( Artograph ). I used a
2H lead in a mechanical
pencil to create three line
widths: a medium width for
the outlines of the major
objects, light width lines for
the details and shadows,
and a heavy width line to
remind me that I need to
mask those parts. I am
always conscious of the fact
that if the detail is not in the
drawing, it will probably not
be in the painting.
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My Palette

I set up my palette (right) using one of my small palettes
(Laurin’s Multi-Pan Palette) nestled in my John Pike palette. I
fill as many wells as necessary with a range of grays that I will
be using on a particular piece of silver.

Progressive Steps

Moving from left to right, the main objects were
painted. Each piece was masked individually. The
painting was covered with thin tracing paper and each
object was exposed as it was to be painted and the
area around it was masked with drafting tape.
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Highlights

The magnolias were
painted next. The
highlights on all the
objects in the painting
were masked with Daniel
Smith Artists’ Masking
Fluid. I used the British
Two-brush technique to
get the roundness in the
magnolia petals.

Working Across

I worked across the painting from left to right, always covering the parts of the painting where I was not
working with light-weight tracing paper. That way, I did not have to worry about paint drips or splatters
ruining the painting.

Color Setup

Here is my palette set up to paint
the leaves of the magnolias. I have
mixed a range of greens, from light
yellow green to dark blue green.
This saves me time when I paint
and allows for better concentration
when painting the details. It also
improves the consistency of color
across the painting.
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Background

I completed all of the major objects of the
painting (above). After the black background
is finished, I will need to adjust some of the
darkest areas of the painting to improve the
over harmony of the painting.
An underpainting was applied to the background areas before the application of the
final black paint. The area below the table
was first painted with a Burnt Sienna to harmonize with the table top. The Quinacridone
Gold adds a warmth to the final black.
I have masked the completed parts of the
painting with lightweight tracing paper and
drafting tape. Drafting tape is low tack but is
very good at keeping the paint from flowing
under the tape.
(Technical note)
If it becomes hard to remove, warm it up
with a hair dryer to loosen the glue on the
back of the tape.
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Last Steps

The final black of the background is created in one coat. The paint is relatively
thick, and as it dries, it is scumbled with
an old brush to take away the brush
strokes and break up the surface of the
paint so that it has a velvet-like finish
that does not reflect light.

The Completed Painting

The photo of the final painting (below)
was taken with a Canon EOS SD5 to
create the highest possible image.

“Magnolias and Silver” by Laurin McCracken
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Watercolor on 100% Cotton rag paper
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McCracken Technical Page
Mixing black

Adding water

Permanent Alizarin Crimson. Then I mix in all of the

Application
starter, the next time.
Pigments used

Permanent Alizarin Crimson. To that, I add dollops
Best method

area a thin wash to seal the paper. This pro

Mixing method

stirrers from McDonald’s are great
small drop on a piece of test paper and hitting it with a

About the artist
Laurin McCracken

tercolor Society.
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FLAT is where it’s at
......sometimes

by Skip Lawrence

Shape-Making 101

N

o matter what, where, when, or how
you want to paint, everything begins
with a flat surface and flat shapes.
With this being the first step of our design
process, it makes sense to give shapes a great
deal of consideration. Shape making is simple: you define the shape by drawing line at a
point on the edge of the object to be portrayed
and continue around the edge of the object
until you arrive back at the starting point.
This journey can be descriptive of an object,
or a creation of your imagination .

outline

passive/active
The quality of shapes
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“Ocean Inlet” by Skip Lawrence

Acrylic on paper, 16” x 22”

Demonstrating the Concept

My goal in this demonstration painting that I did for my class in Maine was to
flatten every shape. I made no attempt to show three-dimensionality. I thought
of the dark shapes on the rocks in the foreground simply as shapes. To help me
maintain the concept of flatness, I pre-mixed each shape’s color on the palette
and applied it to the shape’s silhouette without value change.

After the How comes the Why
how
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Line and Shape

for shadows. It is shadows that create

Artistic freedom is instantly granted
It is this freedom that allows and
color choices. Parenthetical anything
alter any reality.

“Studio Stuff” by Skip Lawrence

Acrylic on paper 30”x22”

Pore Color

willing to try anything. In this case, her goal

“Western Icon” by Juli Thornson
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Acrylic on paper 30”x22”
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A Journey
Canadian artist, is a handsome exam

own.
Her paintings do not depict any time

“Loop Road” by Catherine Maunsell

Acrylic on paper, 22” x 30”

Flat Joy
of joy. Only the shapes of these

with these comical characters.

exciting to see art made with expres

Try this:

“The Guys” by Eilen Thedford

Acrylic on paper, 22” x 30”

1.
2
3
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THE NEW PALETTE MAGAZINE
is possible because of...
Christopher Schink and Skip Lawrence,
Palette Magazine founders and contributing editors,
and the many amazing artist contributors.
Editor and Layout: Terry Henry
With special thanks to our many subscribers.

We hope you have enjoyed this issue of
the New Palette Magazine. Our goal is
to continue adding new articles, lessons,
product reviews, and interviews with many
inspiring artists and re-purpose some of the
great articles that appeared in the former
Watermedia Focus Magazine. Our desire is
to be your go-to magazine for inspiration,
education, and much more.
We welcome your feedback along with
your ideas and suggestions for future
articles, as well as, your thoughts about
interesting artists and techniques. We are
always on the lookout for stories about
what you are doing and photos of your
studio and artwork.
In other words, we encourage your
participation in keeping the New Palette
Magazine the best art instruction magazine
available anywhere. You can get in touch
with us at: editor@thepalettemagazine.com
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